REMO Upgrade Notes

**Global Cosmetics** - Renewed look and feel throughout the application (fonts, tabs, images, borders, etc.) Does not impact the functionality of controls but contributes to an overall more modern aesthetic.
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The REMO system provides secure online processes for:

- **Human Research Application**
  - ethics review of research involving human participants or their data or human biological materials
- **Annual Use Application**
  - ethics review of research involving animal care

**Getting Started**

To access the REMO system, contact the REMO Office at 780-492-5814 or remo@ualberta.ca.
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My Home has been renamed to Dashboard, and has been moved to the main navigation bar.

The Breadcrumb has been redesigned as a double arrow on main menu and need to be clicked to view.
Update Date Picker in product - The current date picker is not really user friendly. It is now replaced with a jQuery equivalent that has a much cleaner UI making the date formatting easier than before.

2.1 Study Objectives and Design

1.0 Provide planned start and end date of human participant research.

Start Date
7/1/2009

End Date:
12/1/2017

2.0 Provide a lay summary of your proposed research which would be understandable to general public
SmartForm button bar UI - Changes are made to ensure the SmartForm look is consistent with the rest of the site. The jump to menu is now modified to have the drop layout look.

Change to selection controls - This allows the user to click on labels to check their corresponding radio buttons or checkboxes instead of having them click on these radio buttons and checkboxes precisely. This change does not impact any functionality of the views.